
 

Cherry Pie V3 Loop 7z

the trail is a well-used loop, and it makes an excellent hike. the loop can be taken counterclockwise, clockwise, or in either
direction. it can also be combined with the lyle loop. for a more strenuous hike, add in the rowena gap on the more-
familiar-to-washington state route 14 route. you may encounter mature conifers, such as douglas fir and western red

cedar, and douglas spruce along the trail. they are more common along the lyle loop. however, these trees are not edible,
and they must be left undisturbed. the trail is rated as easy. the grade is generally steady with slight ups and downs and a

few short, steep sections. there is no steep climbing on the trail; most of the climbing is on the nearby lyle loop. the lyle
loop is described as moderate in difficulty and is good for those who have a moderate level of fitness and stamina. there is
no cell service on the trail. there are restrooms and vending machines at the cherry loop parking area. this is the last rest

area on the trail. make sure you take your time at the rest area. you can start heading back to town sooner if you are
planning to visit the yale historical museum, the lyle lefebvre house, the metlakatla indian museum, or the coburg. keep
an eye out for the sign pointing to the dogwood loop. the first turnoff is a couple of hundred feet past the sign. you may

see the unpaved wild cherry trail a little farther up. take this down to the lowermost of the three trails in the loop. the track
winds up and around the base of mount tabor, making three complete laps around the mountain.
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the new lyle cherry loop is a long, 9.6 mile
hike. this hike gives the hiker the

opportunity to do two loop hikes in one
day. the lyle loop is a shorter, 3.5 mile loop

that begins and ends at the elk lake
trailhead. the cherry loop begins and ends

at the twin bridges museum of the
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columbia river gorge, where the oregon
trail crossed the columbia river at lyle,

washington. trailheads are about 30 miles
east of the city of vancouver, washington,

on the east side of the columbia river,
where the highway crosses over the river.

the lyle loop is the shorter and less popular
of the two loops. it goes through a

beautiful natural area that contains a
variety of plant species. the trail is well

maintained, with bridges over a few small
but deep ravines. be careful when hiking

through alder groves. these provide homes
to some of the most desirable bird species
in the columbia river gorge. the bottom of
the trail is often muddy, which creates a
challenge for hikers, but it is a beautiful

route. the lyle loop is a fairly flat, two-mile
hike. the route is easy to follow and has

several observation points along the way.
the view of the gorge from the columbia
river overlook is stunning. this view can

also be seen from the top of lyle peak. stop
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at the lyle peak overlook for a great view
of the gorge and the mount adams and
mount st. helens to the south. ask for
directions to the north mound and the
most recent work from the lyle convict
road to maryhill loops road. continue

straight on maryhill loops road about 2
miles, and park at a closed gate on the

right. the road is much better now, and you
can make an optional trip up the road to

the lyle convict site, where sam hills
experimented with a variety of paving

techniques. the north mound was created
in an effort to find a more cost effective,

practical means to cure the ruts caused by
the wheel of a wagon. 5ec8ef588b
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